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Since the publication of the second edition, many new Bayesian tools and methods have been
developed for space-time data analysis, the predictive modeling of health outcomes, and other
spatial biostatistical areas. Exploring these new developments, Bayesian Disease Mapping:
Hierarchical Modeling in Spatial Epidemiology, Third Edition provides an up-to-date, cohesive
account of the full range of Bayesian disease mapping methods and applications. In addition to
the new material, the book also covers more conventional areas such as relative risk
estimation, clustering, spatial survival analysis, and longitudinal analysis. After an introduction
to Bayesian inference, computation, and model assessment, the text focuses on important
themes, including disease map reconstruction, cluster detection, regression and ecological
analysis, putative hazard modeling, analysis of multiple scales and multiple diseases, spatial
survival and longitudinal studies, spatiotemporal methods, and map surveillance. It shows how
Bayesian disease mapping can yield significant insights into georeferenced health data. The
target audience for this text is public health specialists, epidemiologists, and biostatisticians
who need to work with geo-referenced health data.
Presenting current research on spatial epidemiology, this book covers topics such as
exposure, chronic disease, infectious disease, accessibility to health care settings and new
methods in Geographical Information Science and Systems. For epidemiologists, and for the
management and administration of health care settings, it is critical to understand the spatial
dynamics of disease. Spatial epidemiology relies increasingly on new methodologies, such as
clustering algorithms, visualization and space-time modelling, the domain of Geographic
Information Science. Implementation of those techniques appears at an increasing pace in
commercial Geographic Information Systems, alongside more traditional techniques that are
already part of such systems. This book provides the latest methods in GI Science and their
use in health related problems.
GeoComputation and Public Health is fundamentally a multi-disciplinary book, which presents
an overview and case studies to exemplify numerous methods and solicitations in addressing
vectors borne diseases (e.g, Visceral leishmaniasis, Malaria, Filaria). This book includes a
practical coverage of the use of spatial analysis techniques in vector-borne disease using open
source software solutions. Environmental factors (relief characters, climatology, ecology,
vegetation, water bodies etc.) and socio-economic issues (housing type & pattern, education
level, economic status, income level, domestics--animals, census data, etc) are investigated at
micro -level and large scale in addressing the various vector-borne disease. This book will also
generate a framework for interdisciplinary discussion, latest innovations, and discoveries on
public health. The first section of the book highlights the basic and principal aspects of
advanced computational practices. Other sections of the book contain geo-simulation, agentbased modeling, spatio-temporal analysis, geospatial data mining, various geocomputational
applications, accuracy and uncertainty of geospatial models, applications in environmental,
ecological, and biological modeling and analysis in public health research. This book will be
useful to the postgraduate students of geography, remote sensing, ecology, environmental
sciences and research scholars, along with health professionals looking to solve grand
challenges and management on public health. .
This book is a collection of papers reflecting the latest advances in geographic research on
health, disease, and well-being. It spans a wide range of topics, theoretical perspectives, and
methodologies - including anti-racism, post-colonialism, spatial statistics, spatiotemporal
modeling, political ecology, and social network analysis. Health issues in various regions of the
world are addressed by interdisciplinary authors, who include scholars from epidemiology,
medicine, public health, demography, and community studies. The book covers the major
themes in this field such as health inequalities; environmental health; spatial analysis and
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modeling of disease; health care provision, access, and utilization; health and wellbeing; and
global/transnational health and health issues in the global south. There is also a specially
commissioned book review in addition to the chapters included in these six sections. Together,
these chapters show cogently how geographic perspectives and methods can contribute in
significant ways to advancing our understanding of the complex interactions between social
and physical environments and health behaviors and outcomes. This book was published as a
special issue of Annals of the Association of American Geographers.
Infectious Disease Epidemiology is a concise reference guide which provides trainees and
practicing epidemiologists with the information that they need to understand the basic concepts
necessary for working in this specialist area. Divided into two sections, part one
comprehensively covers the basic principles and methods relevant to the study of infectious
disease epidemiology. It is organised in order of increasing complexity, ranging from a general
introduction to subjects such as mathematical modelling and sero-epidemiology. Part two
examines key major infectious diseases that are of global significance. Grouped by their route
of transmission for ease of reference, they include diseases that present a particular burden or
a high potential for causing mortality. This practical guide will be essential reading for
postgraduate students in infectious disease epidemiology, health protection trainees, and
practicing epidemiologists.
Modern Statistical Methodology and Software for Analyzing Spatial Point PatternsSpatial Point
Patterns: Methodology and Applications with R shows scientific researchers and applied
statisticians from a wide range of fields how to analyze their spatial point pattern data. Making
the techniques accessible to non-mathematicians, the authors draw on th
Examine the Prevalence and Geography of Road CollisionsSpatial Analysis Methods of Road
Traffic Collisions centers on the geographical nature of road crashes, and uses spatial
methods to provide a greater understanding of the patterns and processes that cause them.
Written by internationally known experts in the field of transport geography, the bo
For more information about the book, and to download STATA outputs for the case studies
presented in each chapter, please visit www.oup.com/us/statisticaltools. --Book Jacket.
Environmental epidemiology is the study of disease and environmental determinants of
disease in humans, for example air pollution, water contamination, pesticides and telephone
masts. This book describes the methods of environmental epidemiology and provides practical
guidance on how to conduct studies on environmental problems and health effects.

Containing method descriptions and step-by-step procedures, the Spatial
Epidemiological Approaches in Disease Mapping and Analysis equips readers with
skills to prepare health-related data in the proper format, process these data using
relevant functions and software, and display the results as mapped or statistical
summaries. Describing the wide range of available methods and key GIS concepts for
spatial epidemiology, this book illustrates the utilities of the software using real-world
data. Additional topics include geographic data models, address matching,
geostatistical analysis, universal kriging, point pattern analysis, kernel density, spatiotemporal display, and disease surveillance.
Understanding spatial statistics requires tools from applied and mathematical statistics,
linear model theory, regression, time series, and stochastic processes. It also requires
a mindset that focuses on the unique characteristics of spatial data and the
development of specialized analytical tools designed explicitly for spatial data analysis.
Statistical Methods for Spatial Data Analysis answers the demand for a text that
incorporates all of these factors by presenting a balanced exposition that explores both
the theoretical foundations of the field of spatial statistics as well as practical methods
for the analysis of spatial data. This book is a comprehensive and illustrative treatment
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of basic statistical theory and methods for spatial data analysis, employing a modelbased and frequentist approach that emphasizes the spatial domain. It introduces
essential tools and approaches including: measures of autocorrelation and their role in
data analysis; the background and theoretical framework supporting random fields; the
analysis of mapped spatial point patterns; estimation and modeling of the covariance
function and semivariogram; a comprehensive treatment of spatial analysis in the
spectral domain; and spatial prediction and kriging. The volume also delivers a
thorough analysis of spatial regression, providing a detailed development of linear
models with uncorrelated errors, linear models with spatially-correlated errors and
generalized linear mixed models for spatial data. It succinctly discusses Bayesian
hierarchical models and concludes with reviews on simulating random fields, nonstationary covariance, and spatio-temporal processes. Additional material on the CRC
Press website supplements the content of this book. The site provides data sets used
as examples in the text, software code that can be used to implement many of the
principal methods described and illustrated, and updates to the text itself.
Spatial EpidemiologyMethods and ApplicationsOxford Medical Publications
Written by a biostatistics expert with over 20 years of experience in the field, Bayesian
Methods in Epidemiology presents statistical methods used in epidemiology from a
Bayesian viewpoint. It employs the software package WinBUGS to carry out the
analyses and offers the code in the text and for download online. The book examines
study designs that investigate the association between exposure to risk factors and the
occurrence of disease. It covers introductory adjustment techniques to compare
mortality between states and regression methods to study the association between
various risk factors and disease, including logistic regression, simple and multiple linear
regression, categorical/ordinal regression, and nonlinear models. The text also
introduces a Bayesian approach for the estimation of survival by life tables and
illustrates other approaches to estimate survival, including a parametric model based
on the Weibull distribution and the Cox proportional hazards (nonparametric) model.
Using Bayesian methods to estimate the lead time of the modality, the author explains
how to screen for a disease among individuals that do not exhibit any symptoms of the
disease. With many examples and end-of-chapter exercises, this book is the first to
introduce epidemiology from a Bayesian perspective. It shows epidemiologists how
these Bayesian models and techniques are useful in studying the association between
disease and exposure to risk factors.
Master GIS Applications on Modelling and Mapping the Risks of Diseases Infections
transmitted by mosquitoes, ticks, triatomine bugs, sandflies, and black flies cause
significant rates of death and disease, especially in developing countries. Why are
certain places more susceptible to vector-borne diseases? Modelling Interactions
Between Vector-Borne Diseases and Environment Using GIS reveals how using
geographic information systems (GISs) can provide a greater understanding of how
vector-borne diseases are spread and explores the use of geographical techniques in
vector-borne disease monitoring, management, and control. This text provides readers
with a better understanding of the vector-borne disease problem and its impact on
public health. Introduces New Spatial Approaches Based on Location and Environment
The book exposes readers to information on how to identify vector hotspots, determine
when and where they can occur, and eliminate vector breeding sites. Utilizing simple
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illustrations based on real data, as well as the authors’ more than 20 years of
experience in the field, this text combines key spatial analysis techniques available in
modern GIS with real-world applications. It offers step-by-step instruction on developing
vector-borne disease risk models at different spatial and temporal scales and helps
practitioners formulate disease causation hypotheses and identify areas at risk. In
addition, it addresses medical geography, GIS, spatial analysis, and modelling, and
covers other factors related to the spread of vector-borne diseases. This book: Gives
an overview of common vector-borne diseases, GIS-based mapping and modelling,
impacts of climate change on vector distributions, and availability and importance of
accurate epidemiologically relevant spatial data Describes modelling and simulating the
prevalence of vector-borne diseases around the world Summarizes some key spatial
techniques and how they can be used to aid in the analysis of geographical and
attributed data Defines the concept of establishing and characterizing spatial data
systems, including their quality, errors, references, and issues of scale, and building
such a system from often quite separate, disparate sources Shows how to develop
weather-based predictive modelling, which can be used to predict the weekly trend of
vector abundance Provides a GIS case study for modelling the future potential
distribution of vector-borne disease based on different climatic change scenarios
Modelling Interactions Between Vector-Borne Diseases and Environment Using GIS
combines spatial analysis techniques available in modern GIS, together with real-world
applications to provide you with a better understanding of ways to map, model, prevent,
and control vector-borne diseases.
Mathematical and Statistical Estimation Approaches in Epidemiology compiles toretical and practical contributions of experts in the analysis of infectious disease
epidemics in a single volume. Recent collections have focused in the analyses and
simulation of deterministic and stochastic models whose aim is to identify and rank
epidemiological and social mechanisms responsible for disease transmission. The
contributions in this volume focus on the connections between models and disease
data with emphasis on the application of mathematical and statistical approaches that
quantify model and data uncertainty. The book is aimed at public health experts,
applied mathematicians and sci- tists in the life and social sciences, particularly
graduate or advanced undergraduate students, who are interested not only in building
and connecting models to data but also in applying and developing methods that
quantify uncertainty in the context of infectious diseases. Chowell and Brauer open this
volume with an overview of the classical disease transmission models of KermackMcKendrick including extensions that account for increased levels of epidemiological
heterogeneity. Their theoretical tour is followed by the introduction of a simple
methodology for the estimation of, the basic reproduction number,R . The use of this
methodology 0 is illustrated, using regional data for 1918–1919 and 1968 in uenza
pandemics.
Geospatial health data are essential to inform public health and policy. These data can
be used to quantify disease burden, understand geographic and temporal patterns,
identify risk factors, and measure inequalities. Geospatial Health Data: Modeling and
Visualization with R-INLA and Shiny describes spatial and spatio-temporal statistical
methods and visualization techniques to analyze georeferenced health data in R. The
book covers the following topics: Manipulate and transform point, areal, and raster data,
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Bayesian hierarchical models for disease mapping using areal and geostatistical data,
Fit and interpret spatial and spatio-temporal models with the Integrated Nested Laplace
Approximations (INLA) and the Stochastic Partial Differential Equation (SPDE)
approaches, Create interactive and static visualizations such as disease maps and time
plots, Reproducible R Markdown reports, interactive dashboards, and Shiny web
applications that facilitate the communication of insights to collaborators and policy
makers. The book features fully reproducible examples of several disease and
environmental applications using real-world data such as malaria in The Gambia,
cancer in Scotland and USA, and air pollution in Spain. Examples in the book focus on
health applications, but the approaches covered are also applicable to other fields that
use georeferenced data including epidemiology, ecology, demography or criminology.
The book provides clear descriptions of the R code for data importing, manipulation,
modeling and visualization, as well as the interpretation of the results. This ensures
contents are fully reproducible and accessible for students, researchers and
practitioners.
Following the events of 9/11 and in the current world climate, there is increasing
concern of the impact of potential bioterrorism attacks. Spatial surveillance systems are
used to detect changes in public health data, and alert us to possible outbreaks of
disease, either from natural resources or from bioterrorism attacks. Statistical methods
play a key role in spatial surveillance, as they are used to identify changes in data, and
build models of that data in order to make predictions about future activity. This book is
the first to provide an overview of all the current key methods in spatial surveillance,
and present them in an accessible form, suitable for the public health professional. It
features an abundance of examples using real data, highlighting the practical
application of the methodology. It is edited and authored by leading researchers and
practitioners in spatial surveillance methods. Provides an overview of the current key
methods in spatial surveillance of public health data. Includes coverage of both single
and multiple disease surveillance. Covers all of the key topics, including syndromic
surveillance, spatial cluster detection, and Bayesian data mining.
Teaches Students How to Perform Spatio-Temporal Analyses within Epidemiological
Studies Spatio-Temporal Methods in Environmental Epidemiology is the first book of its
kind to specifically address the interface between environmental epidemiology and
spatio-temporal modeling. In response to the growing need for collaboration between
statisticians and environmental epidemiologists, the book links recent developments in
spatio-temporal methodology with epidemiological applications. Drawing on real-life
problems, it provides the necessary tools to exploit advances in methodology when
assessing the health risks associated with environmental hazards. The book’s clear
guidelines enable the implementation of the methodology and estimation of risks in
practice. Designed for graduate students in both epidemiology and statistics, the text
covers a wide range of topics, from an introduction to epidemiological principles and the
foundations of spatio-temporal modeling to new research directions. It describes
traditional and Bayesian approaches and presents the theory of spatial, temporal, and
spatio-temporal modeling in the context of its application to environmental
epidemiology. The text includes practical examples together with embedded R code,
details of specific R packages, and the use of other software, such as
WinBUGS/OpenBUGS and integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA). A
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supplementary website provides additional code, data, examples, exercises, lab
projects, and more. Representing a major new direction in environmental epidemiology,
this book—in full color throughout—underscores the increasing need to consider
dependencies in both space and time when modeling epidemiological data. Students
will learn how to identify and model patterns in spatio-temporal data as well as exploit
dependencies over space and time to reduce bias and inefficiency.
Research has generated a number of advances in methods for spatial cluster modelling
in recent years, particularly in the area of Bayesian cluster modelling. Along with these
advances has come an explosion of interest in the potential applications of this work,
especially in epidemiology and genome research. In one integrated volume, this book
reviews the state-of-the-art in spatial clustering and spatial cluster modelling, bringing
together research and applications previously scattered throughout the literature. It
begins with an overview of the field, then presents a series of chapters that illuminate
the nature and purpose of cluster modelling within different application areas, including
astrophysics, epidemiology, ecology, and imaging. The focus then shifts to methods,
with discussions on point and object process modelling, perfect sampling of cluster
processes, partitioning in space and space-time, spatial and spatio-temporal process
modelling, nonparametric methods for clustering, and spatio-temporal cluster modelling.
Many figures, some in full color, complement the text, and a single section of
references cited makes it easy to locate source material. Leading specialists in the field
of cluster modelling authored each chapter, and an introduction by the editors to each
chapter provides a cohesion not typically found in contributed works. Spatial Cluster
Modelling thus offers a singular opportunity to explore this exciting new field,
understand its techniques, and apply them in your own research.
While mapped data provide a common ground for discussions between the public, the
media, regulatory agencies, and public health researchers, the analysis of spatially
referenced data has experienced a phenomenal growth over the last two decades,
thanks in part to the development of geographical information systems (GISs). This is
the first thorough overview to integrate spatial statistics with data management and the
display capabilities of GIS. It describes methods for assessing the likelihood of
observed patterns and quantifying the link between exposures and outcomes in
spatially correlated data. This introductory text is designed to serve as both an
introduction for the novice and a reference for practitioners in the field Requires only
minimal background in public health and only some knowledge of statistics through
multiple regression Touches upon some advanced topics, such as random effects,
hierarchical models and spatial point processes, but does not require prior exposure
Includes lavish use of figures/illustrations throughout the volume as well as analyses of
several data sets (in the form of "data breaks") Exercises based on data analyses
reinforce concepts
This handbook focuses on the enormous literature applying statistical methodology and
modelling to environmental and ecological processes. The 21st century statistics
community has become increasingly interdisciplinary, bringing a large collection of
modern tools to all areas of application in environmental processes. In addition, the
environmental community has substantially increased its scope of data collection
including observational data, satellite-derived data, and computer model output. The
resultant impact in this latter community has been substantial; no longer are simple
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regression and analysis of variance methods adequate. The contribution of this
handbook is to assemble a state-of-the-art view of this interface. Features: An
internationally regarded editorial team. A distinguished collection of contributors. A
thoroughly contemporary treatment of a substantial interdisciplinary interface. Written to
engage both statisticians as well as quantitative environmental researchers. 34
chapters covering methodology, ecological processes, environmental exposure, and
statistical methods in climate science.
Among the many uses of hierarchical modeling, their application to the statistical
analysis of spatial and spatio-temporal data from areas such as epidemiology And
environmental science has proven particularly fruitful. Yet to date, the few books that
address the subject have been either too narrowly focused on specific aspects of
spatial analysis,
In many statistical applications, scientists have to analyze the occurrence of observed
clusters of events in time or space. Scientists are especially interested in determining
whether an observed cluster of events has occurred by chance if it is assumed that the
events are distributed independently and uniformly over time or space. Scan statistics
have relevant applications in many areas of science and technology including geology,
geography, medicine, minefield detection, molecular biology, photography, quality
control and reliability theory and radio-optics.
Focussing on proven techniques for most real-world data sets, this book presents an
overview of the analysis of health data involving a geographic component, in a way that
is accessible to any health scientist or student comfortable with large data sets and
basic statistics, but not necessarily with any specialized training in geographic
information systems (GIS). Providing clear, straightforward explanations with worldwide
examples and solutions, the book describes applications of GIS in disaster response.
Progressively more and more attention has been paid to how location affects health
outcomes. The area of disease mapping focusses on these problems, and the
Bayesian paradigm has a major role to play in the understanding of the complex
interplay of context and individual predisposition in such studies of disease. Using R for
Bayesian Spatial and Spatio-Temporal Health Modeling provides a major resource for
those interested in applying Bayesian methodology in small area health data studies.
Features: Review of R graphics relevant to spatial health data Overview of Bayesian
methods and Bayesian hierarchical modeling as applied to spatial data Bayesian
Computation and goodness-of-fit Review of basic Bayesian disease mapping models
Spatio-temporal modeling with MCMC and INLA Special topics include multivariate
models, survival analysis, missing data, measurement error, variable selection,
individual event modeling, and infectious disease modeling Software for fitting models
based on BRugs, Nimble, CARBayes and INLA Provides code relevant to fitting all
examples throughout the book at a supplementary website The book fills a void in the
literature and available software, providing a crucial link for students and professionals
alike to engage in the analysis of spatial and spatio-temporal health data from a
Bayesian perspective using R. The book emphasizes the use of MCMC via Nimble,
BRugs, and CARBAyes, but also includes INLA for comparative purposes. In addition,
a wide range of packages useful in the analysis of geo-referenced spatial data are
employed and code is provided. It will likely become a key reference for researchers
and students from biostatistics, epidemiology, public health, and environmental science.
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This is a new paperback edition of the well received text Spatial Epidemiology: Methods
and Applications. It is an easy to read, clear and concise exploration of the field of
geographical variations in diseases. Especially with respect to variations in
environmental exposures at the small-area scale this book gives an authoriative
account of current practice and developments. The recent and rapid expansion of the
field looks set to continue in line with growing public, governmental and media concern
about environmental and health issues, and the scientific need to understand and
explain the effects of environmental pollutants on health. Of interest to epidemiologists,
public health pratitioners, statistcians, geographers, environmental scientists and others
concerned with understanding the geographical distribution of disease and the effects
of environmental exposures on human health. It will be a valuable source for
undergraduate and postgraduate courses in epidemiology, medicial geography,
biostatistics, environmental health and environmental science as well as a useful
source of reference for health policy makers, health economists, regulators and others
in the field of environmental health.
Providing a practical, comprehensive and up-to-date overview of the use of spatial
statistics in epidemiology, this book examines spatial analytical methods in conjunction
with GIS and remotely sensed data to provide insights into the patterns and processes
that underlie disease transmission.
Handbook of Spatial Epidemiology explains how to model epidemiological problems
and improve inference about disease etiology from a geographical perspective. Top
epidemiologists, geographers, and statisticians share interdisciplinary viewpoints on
analyzing spatial data and space–time variations in disease incidences. These analyses
can provide important information that leads to better decision making in public health.
The first part of the book addresses general issues related to epidemiology, GIS,
environmental studies, clustering, and ecological analysis. The second part presents
basic statistical methods used in spatial epidemiology, including fundamental likelihood
principles, Bayesian methods, and testing and nonparametric approaches. With a focus
on special methods, the third part describes geostatistical models, splines, quantile
regression, focused clustering, mixtures, multivariate methods, and much more. The
final part examines special problems and application areas, such as residential history
analysis, segregation, health services research, health surveys, infectious disease,
veterinary topics, and health surveillance and clustering. Spatial epidemiology, also
known as disease mapping, studies the geographical or spatial distribution of health
outcomes. This handbook offers a wide-ranging overview of state-of-the-art approaches
to determine the relationships between health and various risk factors, empowering
researchers and policy makers to tackle public health problems.
Localization is involved everywhere in epidemiology: health phenomena often involve
spatial relationships among individuals and risk factors related to geography and
environment. Therefore, the use of localization in the analysis and comprehension of
health phenomena is essential. This book describes the objectives, principles, methods
and tools of spatial analysis and geographic information systems applied to the field of
health, and more specifically to the study of the spatial distribution of disease and
health–environment relationships. It is a practical introduction to spatial and spatiotemporal analysis for epidemiology and health geography, and takes an educational
approach illustrated with real-world examples. Epidemiology and Geography presents a
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complete and straightforward overview of the use of spatial analysis in epidemiology for
students, public health professionals, epidemiologists, health geographers and
specialists in health–environment studies.
Spatial epidemiology is the description and analysis of the geographical distribution of
disease. It is more important now than ever, with modern threats such as bio-terrorism
making such analysis even more complex. This second edition of Statistical Methods in
Spatial Epidemiology is updated and expanded to offer a complete coverage of the
analysis and application of spatial statistical methods. The book is divided into two main
sections: Part 1 introduces basic definitions and terminology, along with map
construction and some basic models. This is expanded upon in Part II by applying this
knowledge to the fundamental problems within spatial epidemiology, such as disease
mapping, ecological analysis, disease clustering, bio-terrorism, space-time analysis,
surveillance and infectious disease modelling. Provides a comprehensive overview of
the main statistical methods used in spatial epidemiology. Updated to include a new
emphasis on bio-terrorism and disease surveillance. Emphasizes the importance of
space-time modelling and outlines the practical application of the method. Discusses
the wide range of software available for analyzing spatial data, including WinBUGS,
SaTScan and R, and features an accompanying website hosting related software.
Contains numerous data sets, each representing a different approach to the analysis,
and provides an insight into various modelling techniques. This text is primarily aimed
at medical statisticians, researchers and practitioners from public health and
epidemiology. It is also suitable for postgraduate students of statistics and
epidemiology, as well professionals working in government agencies.
Model-based Geostatistics for Global Public Health: Methods and Applications provides
an introductory account of model-based geostatistics, its implementation in opensource software and its application in public health research. In the public health
problems that are the focus of this book, the authors describe and explain the pattern of
spatial variation in a health outcome or exposure measurement of interest. Modelbased geostatistics uses explicit probability models and established principles of
statistical inference to address questions of this kind. Features: Presents state-of-theart methods in model-based geostatistics. Discusses the application these methods
some of the most challenging global public health problems including disease mapping,
exposure mapping and environmental epidemiology. Describes exploratory methods for
analysing geostatistical data, including: diagnostic checking of residuals standard linear
and generalized linear models; variogram analysis; Gaussian process models and
geostatistical design issues. Includes a range of more complex geostatistical problems
where research is ongoing. All of the results in the book are reproducible using publicly
available R code and data-sets, as well as a dedicated R package. This book has been
written to be accessible not only to statisticians but also to students and researchers in
the public health sciences. The Authors Peter Diggle is Distinguished University
Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Health and Medicine, Lancaster University. He
also holds honorary positions at the Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health,
Columbia University International Research Institute for Climate and Society, and Yale
University School of Public Health. His research involves the development of statistical
methods for analyzing spatial and longitudinal data and their applications in the
biomedical and health sciences. Dr Emanuele Giorgi is a Lecturer in Biostatistics and
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member of the CHICAS research group at Lancaster University, where he formerly
obtained a PhD in Statistics and Epidemiology in 2015. His research interests involve
the development of novel geostatistical methods for disease mapping, with a special
focus on malaria and other tropical diseases. In 2018, Dr Giorgi was awarded the Royal
Statistical Society Research Prize "for outstanding published contribution at the
interface of statistics and epidemiology." He is also the lead developer of PrevMap, an
R package where all the methodology found in this book has been implemented.
Spatial statistics are useful in subjects as diverse as climatology, ecology, economics,
environmental and earth sciences, epidemiology, image analysis and more. This book
covers the best-known spatial models for three types of spatial data: geostatistical data
(stationarity, intrinsic models, variograms, spatial regression and space-time models),
areal data (Gibbs-Markov fields and spatial auto-regression) and point pattern data
(Poisson, Cox, Gibbs and Markov point processes). The level is relatively advanced,
and the presentation concise but complete. The most important statistical methods and
their asymptotic properties are described, including estimation in geostatistics,
autocorrelation and second-order statistics, maximum likelihood methods, approximate
inference using the pseudo-likelihood or Monte-Carlo simulations, statistics for point
processes and Bayesian hierarchical models. A chapter is devoted to Markov Chain
Monte Carlo simulation (Gibbs sampler, Metropolis-Hastings algorithms and exact
simulation). A large number of real examples are studied with R, and each chapter
ends with a set of theoretical and applied exercises. While a foundation in probability
and mathematical statistics is assumed, three appendices introduce some necessary
background. The book is accessible to senior undergraduate students with a solid math
background and Ph.D. students in statistics. Furthermore, experienced statisticians and
researchers in the above-mentioned fields will find the book valuable as a
mathematically sound reference. This book is the English translation of Modélisation et
Statistique Spatiales published by Springer in the series Mathématiques & Applications,
a series established by Société de Mathématiques Appliquées et Industrielles (SMAI).
Assembling a collection of very prominent researchers in the field, the Handbook of
Spatial Statistics presents a comprehensive treatment of both classical and state-of-theart aspects of this maturing area. It takes a unified, integrated approach to the material,
providing cross-references among chapters.The handbook begins with a historical intro
"This book presents a sampling of the many applications utilizing GIS in the field of
health, including needs of less-developed countries in utilizing the concepts and
technologies of mapping"--Provided by publisher.
This new book explores the rapidly expanding applications of spatial analysis, GIS and
remote sensing in the health sciences, and medical geography.
The repertoire of quantitative analytical techniques in disciplines such as ecology,
decision science, and evolutionary biology has grown, in part enabled by the
development and increased availability of computational resources. Integration of
cutting-edge, quantitative tools into veterinary epidemiology that have been borrowed
from such disciplines has offered opportunities to advance the study of disease
dynamics in animal populations, to improve and guide decision-making related to
disease prevention, control, or eradication. Furthermore, the need to explore new
analytical methods for veterinary epidemiology has been driven by the increasing
availability and complexity of animal disease data. The objective of this e-book is to
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contribute to current methods in epidemiology by 1) presenting and discussing novel
analytical tools that help advance our understanding of epidemiology; and 2)
demonstrating how inferences emerging from the application of novel analytical tools
can be incorporated into decision-making related to animal health. The e-book
constitutes a collection of articles that explore the applications of a variety of analytical
methods such as machine learning, Bayesian risk assessment and an advanced form
of social network analysis in the modern epidemiologic study of animal diseases.
Disease Mapping: From Foundations to Multidimensional Modeling guides the reader from the
basics of disease mapping to the most advanced topics in this field. A multidimensional
framework is offered that makes possible the joint modeling of several risks patterns
corresponding to combinations of several factors, including age group, time period, disease,
etc. Although theory will be covered, the applied component will be equally as important with
lots of practical examples offered. Features: Discusses the very latest developments on
multivariate and multidimensional mapping. Gives a single state-of-the-art framework that
unifies most of the previously proposed disease mapping approaches. Balances
epidemiological and statistical points-of-view. Requires no previous knowledge of disease
mapping. Includes practical sessions at the end of each chapter with WinBUGs/INLA and real
world datasets. Supplies R code for the examples in the book so that they can be reproduced
by the reader. About the Authors: Miguel A. Martinez Beneito has spent his whole career
working as a statistician for public health services, first at the epidemiology unit of the Valencia
(Spain) regional health administration and later as a researcher at the public health division of
FISABIO, a regional bio-sanitary research center. He has been also the Bayesian Hierarchical
Models professor for several seasons at the University of Valencia Biostatics Master. Paloma
Botella Rocamora has spent most of her professional career in academia although she now
works as a statistician for the epidemiology unit of the Valencia regional health administration.
Most of her research has been devoted to developing and applying disease mapping models to
real data, although her work as a statistician in an epidemiology unit makes her develop and
apply statistical methods to health data, in general.
Presents an overview of the complex biological systems used within a global public health
setting and features a focus on malaria analysis Bridging the gap between agent-based
modeling and simulation (ABMS) and geographic information systems (GIS), Spatial AgentBased Simulation Modeling in Public Health: Design, Implementation, and Applications for
Malaria Epidemiology provides a useful introduction to the development of agent-based
models (ABMs) by following a conceptual and biological core model of Anopheles gambiae for
malaria epidemiology. Using spatial ABMs, the book includes mosquito (vector) control
interventions and GIS as two example applications of ABMs, as well as a brief description of
epidemiology modeling. In addition, the authors discuss how to most effectively integrate
spatial ABMs with a GIS. The book concludes with a combination of knowledge from
entomological, epidemiological, simulation-based, and geo-spatial domains in order to identify
and analyze relationships between various transmission variables of the disease. Spatial AgentBased Simulation Modeling in Public Health: Design, Implementation, and Applications for
Malaria Epidemiology also features: Location-specific mosquito abundance maps that play an
important role in malaria control activities by guiding future resource allocation for malaria
control and identifying hotspots for further investigation Discussions on the best modeling
practices in an effort to achieve improved efficacy, cost-effectiveness, ecological soundness,
and sustainability of vector control for malaria An overview of the various ABMs, GIS, and
spatial statistical methods used in entomological and epidemiological studies, as well as the
model malaria study A companion website with computer source code and flowcharts of the
spatial ABM and a landscape generator tool that can simulate landscapes with varying spatial
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heterogeneity of different types of resources including aquatic habitats and houses Spatial
Agent-Based Simulation Modeling in Public Health: Design, Implementation, and Applications
for Malaria Epidemiology is an excellent reference for professionals such as modeling and
simulation experts, GIS experts, spatial analysts, mathematicians, statisticians,
epidemiologists, health policy makers, as well as researchers and scientists who use, manage,
or analyze infectious disease data and/or infectious disease-related projects. The book is also
ideal for graduate-level courses in modeling and simulation, bioinformatics, biostatistics, public
health and policy, and epidemiology.
This book examines statistical methods and models used in the fields of global health and
epidemiology. It includes methods such as innovative probability sampling, data harmonization
and encryption, and advanced descriptive, analytical and monitory methods. Program codes
using R are included as well as real data examples. Contemporary global health and
epidemiology involves a myriad of medical and health challenges, including inequality of
treatment, the HIV/AIDS epidemic and its subsequent control, the flu, cancer, tobacco control,
drug use, and environmental pollution. In addition to its vast scales and telescopic perspective;
addressing global health concerns often involves examining resource-limited populations with
large geographic, socioeconomic diversities. Therefore, advancing global health requires new
epidemiological design, new data, and new methods for sampling, data processing, and
statistical analysis. This book provides global health researchers with methods that will enable
access to and utilization of existing data. Featuring contributions from both epidemiological and
biostatistical scholars, this book is a practical resource for researchers, practitioners, and
students in solving global health problems in research, education, training, and consultation.
This IMA Volume in Mathematics and its Applications STATISTICAL MODELS IN
EPIDEMIOLOGY, THE ENVIRONMENT,AND CLINICAL TRIALS is a combined proceedings
on "Design and Analysis of Clinical Trials" and "Statistics and Epidemiology: Environment and
Health. " This volume is the third series based on the proceedings of a very successful 1997
IMA Summer Program on "Statistics in the Health Sciences. " I would like to thank the
organizers: M. Elizabeth Halloran of Emory University (Biostatistics) and Donald A. Berry of
Duke University (Insti tute of Statistics and Decision Sciences and Cancer Center Biostatistics)
for their excellent work as organizers of the meeting and for editing the proceedings. I am
grateful to Seymour Geisser of University of Minnesota (Statistics), Patricia Grambsch,
University of Minnesota (Biostatistics); Joel Greenhouse, Carnegie Mellon University
(Statistics); Nicholas Lange, Harvard Medical School (Brain Imaging Center, McLean Hospital);
Barry Margolin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (Biostatistics); Sandy Weisberg,
University of Minnesota (Statistics); Scott Zeger, Johns Hop kins University (Biostatistics); and
Marvin Zelen, Harvard School of Public Health (Biostatistics) for organizing the six weeks
summer program. I also take this opportunity to thank the National Science Foundation (NSF)
and the Army Research Office (ARO), whose financial support made the workshop possible.
Willard Miller, Jr.
As an area of statistical application, environmental epidemiology and more speci cally, the
estimation of health risk associated with the exposure to - vironmental agents, has led to the
development of several statistical methods and software that can then be applied to other
scienti c areas. The stat- tical analyses aimed at addressing questions in environmental
epidemiology have the following characteristics. Often the signal-to-noise ratio in the data is
low and the targets of inference are inherently small risks. These constraints typically lead to
the development and use of more sophisticated (and pot- tially less transparent) statistical
models and the integration of large hi- dimensional databases. New technologies and the
widespread availability of powerful computing are also adding to the complexities of scienti c
inves- gation by allowing researchers to t large numbers of models and search over many sets
of variables. As the number of variables measured increases, so do the degrees of freedom for
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in uencing the association between a risk factor and an outcome of interest. We have written
this book, in part, to describe our experiences developing and applying statistical methods for
the estimation for air pollution health e ects. Our experience has convinced us that the
application of modern s- tistical methodology in a reproducible manner can bring to bear substtial bene ts to policy-makers and scientists in this area. We believe that the methods described
in this book are applicable to other areas of environmental epidemiology, particularly those
areas involving spatial{temporal exposures.
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